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PAUL WACKERS "THANK YOU FOR BEING YOU" @
MORGAN LEHMAN GALLERY, NYC (W/UPDATE)
Jun 18, 2015 - Jul 18, 2015Morgan Lehman Gallery, New York City

One of our favorite artists of the moment
is Paul Wackers, and we have covered the
Brooklyn-based artist a lot on our stie and
visited his studio for a print piece a few
months back. We are excited to see his newest
show, "Thank You For Being You" at Morgan
Lehman Gallery in NYC on June 18, 2015,
which from the looks of it, will feature new
paintings and new ceramic works.

In these paintings of shelves, windows, and interior landscapes, forms range from
non-representational layers of viscous paint to discernible objects. While Wackers
creates an illusionistic construction of space with subtle angles and perspectival
lines defining depth, a physical dimensionality is built through varying levels of
paint application. This conversation between impasto and perspective disrupts our
understanding of the composition and objects within it; the pictorial space both
flattens and expands depending on the location of the viewers gaze. Despite the
implied reality of certain forms such as shelves, vessels, or plants, the contrast
between these and the splatters of acrylic or slashes of spray paint are always
present. In looking at those abstracted forms, the viewer is confronted by the idea
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that the mysterious shapes are more real than the identifiable objects. While the
potted plants are symbols we can conclusively identify, these abstractions are
simply paint.
With the creation of ceramics, Wackers has begun to turn his painted forms into
physical objects. Ranging from abstracted forms to stacks of bowls and vessels,
Wackers’ approach to this medium is both playful and textural. Using conventional
pottery techniques and tools, Wackers makes sculptures that often resemble but
quickly veer away from functional wares. Built without the constraints of use-value,
he is free to explore the visual potential of this ancient practice.
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